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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The time course of changes in posterior fossa morphology, quality of life, and neurologic function of patients with Chiari I malformation after craniocervical decompression requires further elaboration. To better understand the pace of these changes, we longitudinally studied patients with Chiari I malformation, with or without syringomyelia, before and after the operation for up to 5 years.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-eight symptomatic adult patients (35 women, 3 men) diagnosed with Chiari I malformation only (n = 15) or Chiari I malformation and syringomyelia (n = 23) and without previous Chiari I malformation surgery were enrolled in a clinical study. Patients underwent outpatient study visits and MR imaging at 7 time points (ie, initial [before the operation], 3 months, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, and 5 years) during 5 years. The surgical procedure for all patients was suboccipital craniectomy, C1 laminectomy, and autologous duraplasty.

RESULTS: Morphometric measurements demonstrated an enlargement of the CSF areas posterior to the cerebellar tonsils after the operation, which remained largely stable through the following years. There was a decrease in pain and improved quality of life after the operation, which remained steady during the following years. Reduction in pain and improved quality of life correlated with CSF area morphometrics.

CONCLUSIONS: Most changes in MR imaging morphometrics and quality of life measures occurred within the first year after the operation. A 1-year follow-up period after Chiari I malformation surgery is usually sufficient for evaluating surgical efficacy and postoperative MR imaging changes.

ABBREVIATIONS: CMI = Chiari I malformation; KPS = Karnofsky Performance Scale; LS = least square; PFD = posterior fossa and foramen magnum decompression surgery; PCF = posterior cranial fossa; PFDD = PFD with dural opening and duraplasty; RM-ANCOVA = repeated measures ANCOVA; RM-ANOVA = repeated-measures ANOVA; TP = time point

In Chiari I malformation (CMI), tonsillar herniation and posterior fossa underdevelopment disrupt normal CSF dynamics. Typical CMI symptoms are posterior headache and suboccipital neck pain, aggravated by straining, coughing, and the Valsalva maneuver. Symptoms of visual disturbances, dizziness, imbalance, fatigue, and cognitive impairment also occur. Patients with associated syringomyelia often have spinal cord symptoms and signs. Surgical indications in CMI include syringomyelia-related neurologic deficits and cough-related headache.

PFD for CMI varies from bony decompression to operations opening the dura, arachnoid, and fourth ventricle, reducing tonsillar size, and including duraplasty. Intraoperative MR imaging or sonography can assess whether posterior bone removal decompressed the cerebellar tonsils and opened the CSF pathways or if additional decompression measures are necessary. Most symptoms improve after PFD surgery. Children improve more than adults. Complications like CSF leakage, swallowing dysfunction, aseptic meningitis, and infection worsen surgical outcomes.
PFD affects anatomic morphologies and CSF flow. Favorable treatment outcomes follow PFD, which enlarges the retrosellar CSF space and relieves CSF flow obstruction. Tonsillar ectopia decreases after PFD, almost 50% in studies by Heiss et al. and Nikoobakh, but 7%, 19%, and 33%, respectively, in studies by Bond et al. and Eppelheimer et al. The CSF pathway expands in various amounts after PFD surgery. In patients undergoing PFD with dural opening and duraplasty (PFDD), the retrosellar CSF amount after PFDD surgery. The retrotonsillar CSF space and relieves CSF flow obstruction. Favorable treatment outcomes follow PFD, which enlarges the retrosellar CSF space and relieves CSF flow obstruction. Tonsillar ectopia decreases after PFD, almost 50% in studies by Heiss et al. and Nikoobakh, but 7%, 19%, and 33%, respectively, in studies by Bond et al. and Eppelheimer et al. The CSF pathway expands in various amounts after PFD surgery. In patients undergoing PFD with dural opening and duraplasty (PFDD), the retrosellar CSF space enlarged 11–13 mm and the ventral foramen magnum CSF space enlarged 0.8–2 mm. PFDD enlarged the ventral CSF width more in patients with syringomyelia. In another duraplasty study, the retrosellar space widened 9.7 mm but the ventral CSF width did not change significantly. In a study of PFD, most (86%) without duraplasty, the foramen magnum CSF pathways enlarged only 1 mm dorsally and 0.2 mm ventrally.

Khalsa et al. in 2017, reported that more significant (5.89% versus 1.54%) posterior fossa enlargement after PFD was associated with relief of CMI-related headache and reduced tonsillar ectopia. Nourdel et al. reported that complete recovery was associated with a 15% increase in posterior cranial fossa (PCF) volume, and partial recovery, with a 7% increase in PCF volume after PFD.

This prospective, longitudinal study of patients with CMI with and without syringomyelia treated with PFDD aimed to achieve the following: 1) quantify the change in the posterior fossa and upper cervical spine morphometrics between before PFDD surgery (baseline, denoted “0–0.5 time point [TP]”) and TPs up to 5 years after PFDD surgery, and 2) determine the change in symptomatology between before PFDD surgery (baseline) and TPs after surgery. The study also evaluated whether the Karnofsky Performance Scale (KPS) score, the primary performance outcome measure of the study, was related to retrosellar CSF space expansion after the operation, the primary morphometric outcome measure of the study, or other morphometric changes (exploratory measures). Establishing the timing of functional improvement and morphologic changes following PFDD surgery may guide neurosurgeons advising patients with CMI about expected recovery and MR imaging after PFDD.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Population and Ethics**

Thirty-eight adult patients (35 women, 3 men) diagnosed with CMI only (n = 15) or CMI and syringomyelia (n = 23) and without previous CMI surgery were enrolled in a clinical protocol and underwent PFDD surgery. The NIH Combined Neuroscience Institutional Review Board approved the research protocol: 10N0143. Consent was obtained from all patients. All patients were evaluated and treated at a single clinical site. The mean age at surgery was 40.6 (SD, 12.6) years (range, 20.3–64.9 years). The protocol specified outpatient study visits and MR imaging 7 times (ie, initial [before the operation], 3 months, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, and 5 years after the operation). MR images and clinical data were collected between 2010 and 2021. MR images were stored in the PACS server. Clinical data were recorded on case report forms, transcribed, and stored in a secure database. All 38 patients attended at least 1 scheduled visit after the operation, and 14 completed the 5-year protocol (Table 1).

**Surgical Procedure**

All patients underwent the operation in a prone, horizontal position with the head in a neutral or gently flexed posture. The surgical procedure included a suboccipital craniectomy, C1 laminectomy, and sometimes removal of the superior part of the lamina of C2. The bony opening decompressed the inferior cerebellar hemispheres and cerebellar tonsils. A Y-shaped durotomy was performed. The arachnoid was preserved. Intradural structures were not manipulated. An autologous dural graft of the occipital pericranium measuring 4 × 4 cm was sewn to the durotomy edges using a 4–0 braided nylon suture.

**Image Registration and Midsagittal Plane Selection**

We used Matlab (MathWorks), FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), and bash scripts in parallel to register 3D T1 MR images to the Montreal Neurological Institute images (MNI152_T1_brain.nii.gz, from FSL) and identify the midsagittal plane. DICOM (.dcm) images were initially converted to NIFTI (.nii.gz) format. The “dcm2nii” Unix command compressed file sizes. FSL commands extracted the brain from MR images. A linear image registration tool (FLIRT command; FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool; FLIRT; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fswiki/FLIRT) registered the skull-free image to the atlas image (MNI152_T1_brain.nii.gz). The FSL transformation matrix, including the superior-inferior ROI, was applied to the original images, registering them in the atlas image orientation. The final midsagittal MR image in the midsagittal plane of the atlas was saved as a Matlab file for morphometric measurements.
**Morphometric Measurements and Software**

We made 9 morphometric measurements using 2 custom software programs developed in Matlab (Table 2, Fig 1, and Supplemental Online Video). In previous studies, these measurements significantly changed after PFDD surgery.16,22 PFDD removes the opisthion. A described method reconstructed the McRae line on postsurgical images.16,18

**Clinical Outcomes Measures**

The primary clinical outcome measure was the KPS score change between before and after the operation. The KPS was graded on a 0–100 scale at study visits, representing the patient’s ability to perform everyday activities, work, and function without assistance.23

**Morphologic Outcomes Measures**

The primary morphometric outcome measure was the dorsal CSF space, denoted by 5 in Fig 1. The dorsal CSF space (5) summated the anterior-posterior widths of the foramen magnum CSF space (5a) and the retrotonsillary space (5b). Eight other morphometric measures shown in Table 2 were exploratory.

**Data Distribution**

TPs represented the order of scheduled study visits, including MR imaging scans and clinical data collection. The

---

**Table 2: Description of morphometric measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphometric Measurement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area 1</td>
<td>CSF area posterior to PCF (mm²) CSF area posterior to a line drawn between the IOP and opisthion, and posterior to the cerebellum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 2</td>
<td>Anterior CSF area (mm²) CSF area in the upper cervical spinal canal anterior to the spinal cord between the FM and inferior limit of the C2 vertebra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 3</td>
<td>Posterior CSF area (mm²) CSF area in the upper cervical spinal canal posterior to the spinal cord between the FM and inferior limit of the C2 vertebra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length 4</td>
<td>Cerebellar height (mm) Distance between the most superior point of the superior vermis and the most inferior point of the tonsil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length 5</td>
<td>Total dorsal CSF width (mm) Width of the CSF space measured at the level of the FM, anterior to the cerebellum, posterior to the brainstem and posterior the cerebellum, anterior to the subarachnoid space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length 6</td>
<td>Ventral CSF width (mm) Width of the CSF space measured at the level of the FM, anterior to the cerebellum, posterior to the brainstem and posterior the cerebellum, anterior to the subarachnoid space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length 7</td>
<td>Cerebellar tonsillar position (mm) The perpendicular distance between the most inferior tip of the cerebellar tonsils and the McRae line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length 8</td>
<td>Occipital bone length (mm) Length between a point at the midpoint of the occipital bone at the level of the tentorium and IOP and the most inferior tip of the occipital bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length 9</td>
<td>Cerebellum-clivus bone angle (degree) The angle subtended by the major axis of the cerebellum with the posterior margin of the clivus bone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* IOP indicates internal occipital protuberance; FM, foramen magnum.
TP before surgery was −0.5, with the negative sign connoting before surgery. The TP values without negative sign prefixes connotated visits after surgery.

**Statistical Analysis**

The initial statistical plan of analysis was a repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) or analysis of covariance (RM-ANCOVA), assuming normality. The Box-Cox transformation was applied to the 12 clinical variables with skewed distributions. However, the transformation did not work for 6 of them, and the Friedman test was performed. The Shaprio-Wilk method tested the normality assumption.

For each morphometric and transformed clinical variable, either RM-ANOVA or RM-ANCOVA was used to evaluate the change with time. The TP (years from the operation) variable was treated as categorical because the change in all variables across time did not show linear trends. Age and diagnosis (with and without syringomyelia) were considered covariates, and the significance level of .1 was applied to covariate selection (including 2 interactions: TP × age and TP × diagnosis). For the compound symmetry, the heterogeneous covariance structure was selected based on the Akaike information criterion to account for the correlation among the repeated measures from the same subject and the heterogeneity of time variance. The Dunnett method was applied to multiple comparisons using TP −0.5 or TP 0.5 as the control. The Bonferroni correction was used for multiple comparisons. For the Box-Cox transformed variables, the back-transformed least square (LS) means and 95% CI were reported.

Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated to assess the association between the clinical and morphometric variables based on the following: 1) the relative change: between pre-TP (TP = −0.5) and postsurgery (TP = 0.5); 0.10 × (post to pre)/pre, and 2) the measurements at TP = −0.5 and TP = 0.5. The P values were not adjusted for the multiple statistical tests of the exploratory variables. SAS Version 9.4 (SAS Institute) was used for statistical analysis, and P values <.05 were considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Morphometric Measurements**

Age and diagnosis (CMI only versus CMI and syringomyelia) did not significantly affect any morphometric variables except for the anterior CSF area and cerebellum-clivus bone angle (F-test, P value > .1). RM-ANOVA was, therefore, used for all morphometric variables except the anterior CSF area and cerebellum-clivus bone angle (Fig 2). The RM-ANCOVA analyzed the anterior CSF area (diagnosis as a covariate) and the cerebellum-clivus bone angle (age as a covariate). The RM-ANOVA or RM-ANCOVA (Fig 2) showed a significant change across TPs (F-test, df = 6, ventral CSF width: P = .023, others: P < .0001) in all variables except the anterior CSF area in the CMI-only group (F-test, df = 6, P < .1499). The difference between presurgery (TP = −0.5, control) and each postsurgery TP was significant (adjusted P < .0001). Furthermore, the change between the first (TP = 0.5) and postsurgical TPs for the CSF area posterior to the PCF was also significant (P < .05). For the posterior CSF area, a significant change was observed at TPs 1 and 2 (P < .05). For the other 7 variables, the difference between the first postsurgery TP (TP = 0.5, control) and each postsurgical TP (TP = 1–5) was not significant (adjusted P > .05).

The total dorsal CSF width increased by 12 mm after PFDD surgery (Fig 2). The posterior CSF area increased its preoperative size 2.5-fold after the operation. The CSF area posterior to the PCF increased 3-fold by 3–6 months after the operation (TP = 0.5), 4-fold at TP = 1, and remained stable thereafter.

The ventral CSF width for the entire CM cohort did not change significantly following PFDD (P > .05). The RM-ANCOVA confirmed significant interaction between diagnosis and TP (P = .0374). The anterior CSF area following PFDD surgery increased by >25% in the CMI and syringomyelia group but <10% in the CMI-only group (Fig 2).

The change from baseline for the cerebellar tonsillar position inferior to the McRae line, cerebellar height, occipital bone length, and cerebellum-clivus bone angle occurred within the first 3–6 months after surgery (Fig 2). The cerebellar tonsillar position inferior to the McRae line decreased 2 mm 3–6 months after surgery (TP = 0.5) and 0.8 mm more in following years. The cerebellar height decreased by 2 mm following PFDD surgery. The occipital bone length was 23 mm shorter following PFDD surgery. PFDD surgery produced a 3°–4° reduction in the cerebellum-clivus bone angle 3–6 months after the operation (TP = 0.5).

**Clinical Outcomes**

Clinical outcomes significantly changed across TPs (F-test, df = 6, P < .01; RM-ANOVA). Age and diagnosis had no significant effect (F-test P value > .01). The difference between presurgery (TP = −0.5 as a control) and postsurgery TP = 0.5 was significant (adjusted P < .05) for the KPS score and pain variables (Fig 3). After the PFDD surgery, the mean KPS score increased from 81 to 88 (Fig 3). Average pain and other pain measures decreased by almost 50% 3–6 months following PFDD surgery and remained stable thereafter (Fig 3). The other 6 clinical variables (American Spinal Injury Association total score, Functional Ambulatory Score, Total Functional Independence Measure Cognitive Subtotal, Motor Subtotal, McCormick Class Score) did not change significantly following PFDD surgery (Friedman test, df = 6, P > .05).

Five transient treatment complications occurred. There were endotracheal tube–related tongue abrasions in 3 patients, one of whom also had postoperative pneumonia. Another patient developed atrial fibrillation requiring cardioversion 4 days postoperatively. There were no CSF leaks or wound infections.

**Correlation between Clinical Outcomes and Morphometric Measurements**

There was no significant correlation at TP = −0.5 between any clinical outcomes and morphometric measurements. At TP = 0.5, the posterior CSF area was weakly correlated with average pain and mean of intermittent pain (n = 33, r = 0.375, P = .0314; r = 0.431, P = .013, respectively), and the total dorsal CSF width was weakly correlated with average pain, mean of intermittent pain, and mean of neuropathic pain (n = 33, r = 0.39, P = .0248; r = 0.413, P = .0168; r = 0.366, P = .0362, respectively). The relative change in the KPS score had a weak negative correlation with occipital bone length (n = 28, r = −0.483, P = .0093). The relative change of the cerebellum-clivus bone angle was weakly associated.
with the mean of affective pain (exploratory tests; \( n=28, \ r=0.407, P=.0314 \)).

The Online Supplemental Data contain detailed statistical results like LS-means, 95% confidence intervals, and \( P \) values from the Dunnett multiple comparisons for morphometric measurements and clinical variables.

**DISCUSSION**

This study evaluated clinical signs and symptoms and posterior fossa morphology in patients with CMI before, at 3–6 months, and then annually for 5 years after craniocervical decompression and duraplasty. Clinical symptoms improved after the operation. We used 9 previously validated morphometric measures.\(^{16-18,21}\) Seven of the 9 measures changed significantly between the pre- and 3- to 6-month post-PFDD visits (Table 1).\(^{16-18,21}\) All changes occurred within 3–6 months after the operation, except for the CSF area posterior to the PCF, which increased 25% between 3 and 6 months and 1 year after the operation (Fig 2).

In the present study, 60% of subjects had syringomyelia. The anterior CSF area significantly increased (27%) following PFDD surgery for the CMI with syringomyelia group, but not in the CMI-only group.\(^7,16,18\) Ventral CSF width combining CMI groups increased by 0.3 mm postsurgery, a statistically insignificant change.\(^7,16,18\) The semiautomated measurements used were more accurate than manual measurements.\(^7,16,18\)

Among the 12 clinical symptoms, the KPS score increased significantly following PFDD surgery. Average pain and all 4 pain subcategories (mean of affective pain, mean of continuous pain, mean of intermittent pain, and mean of neuropathic pain) decreased significantly following PFDD surgery. Cranietomy reduced the occipital bone length by a mean of 24 mm, or 60%. More significant length reduction correlated weakly with KPS score improvement.\(^16,18\)

---

**Fig 2.** Morphometric length, angle, and CSF area measurements (LS-means and 95% CI). A, CSF area posterior to the PCF. B, Posterior CSF area. A and B, RM-ANOVA \( F \)-test (\( df=6 \)) of TP: \( P \) value \(<.0001 \). C, Anterior CSF area for CMI-only, and for patients with CMI plus syringomyelia; \( C \), RM-ANCOVA (diagnosis as a covariate), \( F \)-test (\( df=6 \)) for the interaction (diagnosis \( \times \) TP): \( P=.0374 \). RM-ANOVA \( F \)-test (\( df=6 \)) for TP: \( P >.05 \) for CMI-only, no multiple comparisons: \( P <.0001 \) for CMI and syringomyelia (SM). D, Cerebellar height. E, Total dorsal width. F, Ventral CSF width. G, Cerebellar tonsillar position. H, Occipital bone length. I, Cerebellum-clivus bone angle. RM-ANOVA \( F \)-test (\( df=6 \)) of TP: \( P \) value \(<.0001 \) except for ventral CSF width (\( P =.023, F \)). Hash tag indicates the Dunnett adjusted \( P \) value \(<.05 \) at the TP compared with TP \( =–0.5 \); plus sign, the Dunnett adjusted \( P \) value \(<.05 \) at the TP compared with TP \( =+0.5 \); asterisk, the Dunnett adjusted \( P \) value \(<.01 \) at the TP compared with TP \( =–0.5 \).
The posterior CSF area doubled by 3–6 months after the operation, reached 2.5 times its preoperative size by 1 year after the operation, and remained stable thereafter.16,18 After PFDD surgery, total dorsal CSF width increased by 9–12 mm, 3.5 times its preoperative size, because of increased posterior CSF area, upward tonsillar migration, and reduced occipital bone length. The dura expanded posteriorly into the craniectomy. At TP = 0.5 postsurgery, the posterior CSF area weakly correlated with average pain and mean of intermittent pain. Total dorsal CSF width weakly correlated with average pain, mean of intermittent pain, and mean of neuropathic pain. Patients with a larger posterior CSF area after PFDD had less pain relief.

The cerebellum-clivus bone angle decreased 3°–5° after PFDD decompression because tonsillar compression and entrapment relief allowed the inferior cerebellum to rotate posteriorly and superiorly.18 Eppelheimer et al16 reported less (2.2°) counterclockwise rotation. The change in cerebellar rotation weakly correlated with the relative change in mean affective pain.

**Limitations**

Patients infrequently did not complete functional measurement questionnaires. Clinical outcomes did not consider surgically related changes in syrinx size.2,3,17

**CONCLUSIONS**

After posterior fossa decompression, CMI symptoms and functional performance of patients improved, and their retrotonsillar CSF space enlarged. Symptomatic and MR imaging morphometric changes occurred within the first postoperative year. One year is sufficient for evaluating surgical efficacy and postoperative MR imaging changes after PFDD surgery.

Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available with the full text and PDF of this article at www.ajnr.org.
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